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The bigger cranes bring benefits 

SINGLE GIRDER CRANE 

USED IN PIPE-MAKING 

WORKSHOP 

“You have done a great job, 

expecting further 

cooperation in the future 

and welcome to visit us 

again.” 

In modern industry, pipe plays an 

influential role with increasing 

importance. As heavy as the steel 

pipes, material handling will be a 

problem, so Crane Manufacturers 

WEIHUA comes to help. Crane 

Manufacturers WEIHUA has rich 

experience in providing material 

handling solutions, who had 

served various industries such as, 

steel industry, electric power, 

petrochemical engineering, 

mechanical manufacture, military 

project, warehouse and logistics, 

paper manufacture, and vehicle 

manufacture, etc. In the 

following, we will show you how 

Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA 

helps the pipe making factory to 

solve the material lifting 

problems.  

It’s a project contract company in 

Bangladesh, established in 1975, 

which has contracted more than 

300 engineering projects, such 

as, pipe plant project, galvanizing 

plant project etc. Besides, the company has 

several successful cooperation with Bangladesh 

government, which makes them more and more 

influential.  

It’s a new factory and the customer sent the 

workshop drawings to Crane Manufacturers 

WEIHUA, hoping Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA 

can provide an optimal material handling solution 

for their pipe making workshop. 

On considering the lifting requirements and 

workshop conditions, Crane Manufacturers 

WEIHUA recommended them 8 sets overhead 

cranes and 1 set gantry crane. 

Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA arranges engineers 

to customer site for installation and operator 

training and teaches them how to maintenance. 

As a customer oriented company, Crane 

Manufacturers WEIHUA will excel itself to provide 

superior quality material handling equipment and 

crane services to meet the demands of 

customers. In order to provide you better 

services, Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA can 

provide overall crane services for all types of 

industries, and our main services includes crane 

project design, crane installation, lifetime 

maintenance, crane operating training, technical 

support, crane parts, and crane modernization, 

etc. 
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After signing contract with customers, Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA starts to manufacture,  

below is some pictures:

Crane Manufacturers WEIHUA arranges engineers to customer site for installation 

and operator training and teaches them how to maintenance. 

 


